MANAGEMENT

User Interface
Datawasher provides each user with its own interface, using a secure connection through a common
browser, where they can manage Quarantine areas and configure their service preferences.
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introduces automatically new passwords every time that users want
to get into Datawasher Interface, making the process of log-in easier
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and guaranteeing the security and privacy of each user.

Datawasher includes an alert service to keep users informed about
new quarantined messages. Through the User Interface, customers
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Policy Enforcement
Customers can personalize Datawasher's behaviour obtaining the
highest productivity and taking full-advantages from the solution.
Policies can be configurable according to each user's requirements
or ,in case of the Enterprise version, Company's IT managers can be
allowed to establish general policies for the whole company.
This flexibility enables users to adapt Datawasher's behaviour to their
individual situations or companies to establish general rules for all
departments, like forbidding the spreading of videos, unwanted
photographs or mp3 documents inside the company's network.
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